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ABSTRACT

Flavour non singlet, chiral axial vector Ward Takahashi identity is investigated in the
framework of dynamical chiral symmetry breaking. We- дороге to use the condition of
stattonarity for the bound state amplitude in order to fully determine this quantity and the
regular piece of the corresponding axial vertex. This makes it possible to express the pion
decay constant In terms of the quark propagator variables only. We find an exact expression
for the pion decay constant In current algebra and in Jacklw Johnson representation as well.
We also find a new expression for the pion decay constant In the Pagets Stokar Cornwall
variables within the framework of Jackiw Johnson representation.

В. Ш. Гогохия и Д. К луге: Динамическое
пионнал константа распада. KFKI-I99I-23/A

нарушение

киралыюй

симметрии

и

АННОТАЦИЯ
В рамках динамического нарушения киралыюй симметрии исследовано
соответствующее несипглетное аксиал-вскторное тождество Уорда-Такахаши. Для
того, чтобы определить волновую функцию пиона, а также регулярную часть
аксиал-векторной вершины, предложено использовать условия стационарности для
волновой функции связанного состояния. Это позволило выразить пионную
константу распада только в терминах соответствующего кваркового пропагатора.
Мы нашли точные выражения для пиоиной константы распада, а также новое
выражение для нее в так называемых переменных ПСК.

Qogohia V.Sh., Kluge Qy.: A dinamikus chiral szimmetria sértés és a pion bomlási állandó
KFKI 1991 23/A

KIVONAT
A nem szinglet axial vektor Ward Takahashi azonosságot vizsgáljuk a dinamikus chiral
szimmetria sértés keretében. A pion hullámfüggvény és az axial vertex reguláris részének
meghatározására a kötöttállapotl hullámfüggvény stacionaritásának feltételét használtuk. Igy
a pion bomlási állandó kifejezhető csupán a megfelelő kvark propagator változókkal.
Meghatároztuk a pion bomlási állandó pontos kifejezését és új alakját a Pagels Stokar Cornwall
(PQS) változókkal.

-11. Introduction

Dynamical chiral symmetry breaking (DCSB) [1-4] is one of the most important and
most difficult nonperturbative problems in quantum chromodynamics (QCD). On quark
(microscopic) level, DCSB means that there exist nonperturbative solutions to the quark
Schwinger- Dyson (SD) equations in the chiral limit m = 0, where mo denotes the current
0

("bare") mass of a single quark (dynamical quark mass generation). On the hadronic
(macroscopic) level, DCSB means that, at least, the lightest hadrons (for example, pions)
are the Goldstone particles, according to the 4 Hooft anomaly conditions [3,5]. Indeed,
the standard QCD Lagrangian is actually symmetric under the chiral group
SUR{N)

x

SUL{N)

x tfß(l) x

UA(1)

in massless quark limit. Here N is the number of

different flavours and UB(1) and UA{1) correspond to baryon (observed) and axial baryon
(unobserved) numbers' conservation, respectively. If the chiral SU(N) x SU(N) symmetry
is spontaneously broken to SU(N) in the vacuum, then the Goldstone theorem implies
2

the existence of an (N — 1) multiplet uf massless pscudoscalar bosons (Goldstone states).
For three flavours (N=3) this multiplet must be identified with the pseudoscalar octet
±

(ir°, ir*, K°, K°, K

t

T]). Obviously, in this case, the Goldstone states associated with

the dynamically broken chiral symmetry should be considered as the quark - antiquark
bound - states, (see, for example, Refs. 4).
The wave functions of such bound-states can be obtained from the axial-vector, chiral
Ward-Tahakashi (WT) identity, as the residue of the corresponding axial-vector vertex
2

at pole (q = 0), according to DCSB. Moreover, the correct treatment of this identity
provides complete information г л its regular piece at zero momentum transfer (q = 0) (see
section 2). The main problem in the analytical calculations of bound-states amplitudes and
axial vertices through the corresponding axial-vector WT identities is the dependenceot
the arbitrary form factor on these quantities.
2

Usually these form factors are neglected by assuming that they are of order g in
coupling constant. In this paper we shall show that these perturbative arguments are not
valid for treating such nonperturbative effect as DCSB in the framework of the axial WT
identity. To resolve this essential problem, we propose to use the condition of stationarity

-2for the bound-state amplitude ( the residue of the axial vertex at pole). This condition
of the extreme of the residue at zero momentum transfer enables one to remove all arbi
trary form factor dependence from the bound-states amplitudes and corresponding axial
vertices. In other words, these quantities become dependent only on the quark propagator
variables. These very quantities are required for analytical and numerical с*и illations of
such important physical parameters as the pion decay constant, meson charge radii, and
soon.
Pion decay constant F„ is an important constant in nature. On the one hand, it
determines the rate of the pion semileptonic decays ir* —• c*v , ft^u . On the other hand,
t

lt

it is one of the two (together with the quark condensate) important chiral QCD parameters,
determining a scale of chiral dynamics. All other parameters in chiral QCD are expressed
through these two independent basic parameters. In QCD, there is an exact representation
of the pion decay constant F„, derived by Jackiw and Johnson (Л.Т)[6]. In comparison with
the current algebra (CA) representation (see section 3), their representation is free from
overlapping divergences, but it requires the explicit investigation of the corresponding
Bethe-Salpcter (BS) scattering kernel. We have derived an exact expression for the pion
decay constant in both representations. Moreover, using our condition of stationarity for
the bound-state amplitude at zero momentum transfer, we were able to determine these
expressions completely (i.e., we were able to express them in terms of the quark propagator
variables only). We also derived a new correct expression for the pion decay constant within
the JJ representation in the so-called Pagels-Stokar-Cornwall (PSC) variables (see section
4).
The paper is organized as follows. In sectiort 2 we investigate flavour non-singlet,
chiral axial-vector WT identity in the framework of DCSB. Using the proposed condition of
stationarity for the bound-state amplitude, we obtained exact expressions for this quantity
itself and for the regular piece of the corresponding axial-vector vertex. In sections 3
and 4, we obtain an exact expression for the pion decay constant in the CA and JJ
representations, respectively. In section 4, we also obtain a new correct expression for
the pion decay constant within the JJ representation in the PSC variables. Section 5 is
devoted to the renormalization program. In section G, we summarize our results and draw

-3-

conclusions.

2. Chiral, axial-vector WT identity
Let us considerflavournon-singlet, axial-vector WT identity in.the chiral limit mo =
0, where mo is the current "bare" quark mass
W „ ( P + i,p) = ( y ) b S - ' ( p ) + S-\p+

9

Ы,

(2.1)

where q = j/ — p and the quark propagator is given by
2

2

-iS(p)=pA(-p )

+ B(- ).

(2.2)

P

In connection with (2.1) one has to point out that in general A' is a SU(N)flavourmatrix
and in the massless case the quark propagator is proportional to the unit matrix in the
flavour space. The inverse quark propagator in our parametrization Eq. (2.2) is expressed
as
l

2

{-iS(p)r

2

= pA(-p ) - B(-p ),

(2.3)

where
2

2

,

2

Л(-р ) = Л ( - Р ) 0 - ( - Р ) ,
2

2

2

B(-p ) = B(-p )D~\-p ),
2

2

D{-p ) =

2

(2.4)

2

2

2

p A {-p )-B (-p ).
4

Substituting the inverse quark propagator from eq. (2.3) into the WT identity eq. (2.1),
f

one obtains

2

Ч,П„(р + g,p) = » ^ ) { [ B ( - p ) + ЖИР + 9?)) + m-(P
7 5

2

2

. +p[A(-(p+q) )-Ä(-p )}},
2

2

2

+ Я) )
(2.5)

vhere ~Ä(-(p+ q) ) and 2?(-(p+ q) ) are defined by (2.4) with the substitution p-* p+q.

- 4 -

Using now the standard decomposition of the inverse quark propagator Eq. (2.3),
DCSB can be implemented as satisfying the following condition
2

{ 5 - ' ( p ) , 7 s } = 2^Щ-р )

ф 0,

+

(2.6)

so that the 75 invariance of the quark propagator is broken. This condition leads to the
zero mass boson(Goldstone state) in the flavour, axial-vector WT identity (2.1). On the
other hand, the quark must have a nonzero mass (dynamical) even if the current "bare"
mass of a single quark is equal to zero (dynamical quark mass generation ). Indeed, it
follows from (2.5) that one gets the nonzero dynamical quark mass, defined by (2.6), if
2

and only if Г ,(/> + q,p) has a pseudoscalnr pole at g = 0 (Goldstone state) and vice
5|

versa. If the right hand side of Eq. (2.5) is finite at zero momentum transfer (q = 0) then
2

axial-vector vertex Г ( р + q,p) must have a sigularity (pole) at q = 0. Having in mind
5||

these mathematical grounds «if the DCSB, let us solve the WT identity explicitly.
The Lorcntz invarianrc and parity allow one to write the axial-vector vertex in terms
of twelve independent form factors [7, 8]
A'
Г „0' + q,p) = (jhbhpGi

+ p,.G' + P,,pCh + fht<*4

5

2

G

c

i 2 J

+ Ь r> + W,> '6 + 4P,. Gi + П/. Ge

)

+ P4, G + pqppGn + í%,iG,i + 7.'í,i«'A<T7«'PAgffGi2},
t

2

n

2

where Gj = Gj(-p ,-p ,-q )

9

(j = 1,2,3...12). Obviously only form factors

G ,G ,G ,
5

6

9

2

and GJI can contribute to the pole-like structure at q = 0 of the axial-vector vertex (2.7)
( because only they are multiplied by q, ) whereas all other form factors can be considered
t

as the regular functions of their arguments. Substituting this decomposition into Eq. (2.5)
and comparing its two sides, one obtains four important relations between the form factors
Gj , namely
2

G, + q G

r>

+ (pq)G

7

2

(pq)G + q G

2

9

= 34(-(P + ?)*) - Л(-р )

2

9

+ q) ) + B(-p'<)
2

G + q G +(pq)Gio
u

(2.8)

+ q*G = B(-{p

{Р4)0г + q G
2

+ qf)

b

2

4

= l(-(p

= 0.

(2.9)
(2.10)
(2.11)

-5Solving these relations with respect to Gs.Ge.G» and G u , substituting them into the
expression (2.7) and after some algebraic manipulations, the axial-vector vertex can be
represented in the following way
Tl (p + q,p) = ( Y ) 7 ^ | G , + qG + pV + pqG ] + Г # ( р + q,p),
ß

5

where

_

_

7

_

3

4

(2.12)

_

G, a G,(p + i,p) = ( B ( V ) + ß(-(p + q?) - (w)G ,
2

G, = G (p + i,p) = P ( - ( P + qf\ - G, - (MJGT,
_
_
_
_
G, = G,(p + q,p) = [M-iP + 9?] - Ж - Р ) ] - (M)G„
2

(2.13)

2

G = G (p+q,p)
4

4

= -G

4

- (fp)Gio

and
T g ( p + 7,p) = ( у ) 1*b&

+ 1 » Л + P,/*?i + P7„G.i + 0„(y)}

(2.14)

is a regular piece of the axial-vector vertex and O ,(q) denotes the terms of order q, which
t

play no role in future analysis and therefor«? we will not write theni down explicitly. In
the most interesting cases (see the following sections), the terms proportional to the form
2

factors Gj and G'jo in Elfis. (2.12-2.13) can be neglected, because they are of order q
7

terms. For this reason, the determination of the form factors Gj — Gj(—p )(j — 1,2,3,4)
at zero momentum transfer (</ = 0) makes it possible to Hud exactly the bound-state
amplitudes up to terms of order q as well as the regular piece of the axial vertex at q = 0
(see below, Eqs. (2.15) and (2.17)). Thus, the axial-vector vertex Г', (р +</,p) has indeed
;|

2

a singularity (pole) at q = 0 (Goldstonc pole corresponding to the massless pion) with
residue proportional to the pion decay constant F„
GÍ(p + q,p) = -jr

(j)

75{G, + qZh + №z + p G ).
4

4

(2.15)

Obviously G* (p + q,p) represents the proper pseudoscalar uieson-quark-antiquark vertex
s

function and the right hand side of this relation is nothing other than the general decom
position of the BS pion wave function into independent matrix strutures.
In order to calculate certain important physical parameters, e.g. the pion decay
constant (see below), meson form factors and their charge radii, one needs to know the

-6bound-statc wove function Ek|. (2.15) and the regular piece of the axial-vector vertex
rj*(p + g,p) at zero momentum transfer (q = 0). The former can be obtained directly
from Eqs. (2.15) and (2.13) in the limit = 0
9

GÍÍP,P) = ~jr

( f ) 7*{2Я(-У)}

(2-16)

and the latter is
П£(р,р) = ( j ) ъ Ь , А + P,G + ?>„/*?, + P7„G.,}

(2.17)

t

2

where G, = Gj{-p \j

— 1,2,3,4). Relations (2.8-2.11) require more careful considera

tion.
As was mentioned alx>ve, only the form factors (?r G' ,G and G u need have pole
M

e

9

2

singularities at q = 0. For this reason, let us express these form factors as follows
0=5,6,9,11)
Gii ,q) = ^ n,( , )
P

+ G?[p, \

v v

(2.18)

4

where Rj(p,p) and G?(p,q) are the residues and the regular parts of the corresponding
form factors, respectively. In relations (2.S) and (2.11) it is sufficient to pass to the limit
q — 0 directly, taking into account Eri. (2.1S), while relations (2.9) and (2.10) should be
differentiated with resj>ect to /y„ and then setting </„ = 0 *
Finally, one obtains the following system of equations

сл-1?) =
2

G (-v ) =
2

г

2(-р )-П4-р*)
-W\-ih

2

G,(-p ) = - 2 l ' ( V X
г

С {-р )
4

(2.19)

2

=-RM-p ),

* If one takes the limit q = 0 directly in relation (2.9), taking into accont (2.18), then one
2

obtains that only the residue Ra{p,p) = 2 # ( - p ) of the form factor G&(p,q) completely
2

determines the residue at pole q = 0 of the corresponding axial-vector vertex T' (p, q),
ilt

i.e. (2.16) as it is expected.

"72

where the primes denote differentiation with respect to the argument (— p ). Going now
2

2

over the Euclidean space (p —» —p ) and dimensionless variables

Atf) = /i-M(i),

2

Я(р ) = ,г'2?(*),

< = |>7/Л

(2.20)

where ц is the appropriate mass parameter, the system (2.19) for dimensionless form
factors should read

<?i(0 = -I(<) - Лв(0
G {t) = 2B\t)
%

G (t) = 2Ü(t)

(2.21)

3

G (r)=-ß„(0,
4

From now on, primes denote differentiation with respect to the dimensionless Euclidean
momentum variable t, and
l

Ä(t) =

A(t)E- (t),

B(t) = D{t)E~\t),
2

2

(2.22)
2

E(t) = p A (t)

+ B (t).

(2.23)

Thus, system (2.21) is the general solution to the regular piece of the axial-vector vertex
at zero momentum transfer (2.17) in the cliiral limit. This solution depends on only two
arbitrary functions R%(t) and Яц(<), which are the residues of the corresponding form
2

factors. In order to find these functions, let us recall that the residue at pole q — 0 of
the axial-vector vertex T' (p + q,p) (2.12) is determined completely by the behaviour of
5ft

the meson-quark-antiquar к wave function G' (j> + (j,p) (2.15) at zero momentum transfer
5

(g = 0). For this reason, it is worthfäpplying the condition of stationarity for the wave
function at this point, i.e.,
{~^GÍ(p

+ j,p)) =0,
l

lh=0

(2.24)

which makes it possible to establish completely all form factors Gj{t) (j = 1,2,3,4). It is
obvious that in the general case it is impossible to establish the sign of the second derivative

-8
erf the wave function G&{p + q, p) at q = 0. It depends only on the concrete form; of the
v

solutions to the quark SD equations. Therefor we are not able to establish whether tht
2

residue at pole q = 0 gets its maximum or minimum at this point. But in any case, it
is only the condition of stntionarity that is sufficient to find all form factors completely.
Indeed, differentiating wave function (2.15) (taking into account (2.13) ) according to the
condition of statioiiarity (2.24) and adopting the dimensionless Euclidean variables (2.20),
one finally obtains the following system of equations

<?,(«) = - л ( 0
G (t)

= 2B\t)

2

<?«,(<) = 2Л'(/)

(2.25)

G (t) = 0.
4

This is the stationary solution to the regular piece of the axial-vector vertex (2.17) in the
chiral limit. The stationary solution (2.25) can obviously be obtained from the general
solution (2.21) setting
R„(t) = /?„(/) = 0,

(2.26)

so that the stationary solution is completely determined. Let vis use this solution ii the
next section in order to find the exact expression for the pion decay constant in current
algebra representation.

3. Pion decay constant in current algebra representation.
In the CA (for excellent reviews on current «algebra see Refs. 0 ) the pion decay
constant F„ is defined as

(oiJ^ojHf)) = i i W

j

(3.1)

(The normalization F = 93.3MeV is used; however, see (10J). Clearly, this matrix element
n

can be written in terms of the pion- quark-antiquark proper vertex (2.15) and quark
propagators as
iFnq

6iJ=

T r

7

5

+

)Gr

p+

5

* / ( 0 K ^ ) *^ ^ « ii 9'rt ^)'

(3

'

2)

-9Here and below, a trace over the Dirac and colour indices is understood. To get the
expression for F one has to differentiate both sides of eq. (3.2) with respect to the
K

external momentum q and then set q„ = 0. This is shown in Fig.l. Let us denote the
¥

first term in Fig.l by D'J^a) and the second one by Dj,'„(b), respectively. By taking into
account the BS pion wave function at zero momentum transfer (q = 0) (2.16) and also (2.2)
with the substitution p —» p + q, the expression for the first term can easily be evaluated.
4

2

2

Going over the Euclidean space (d*p —»id », p —» —p ) and using dimensional variables
(2.20), the final result of the evalution of the first term can be written down as
i

10--2

reo

D(a) = Fig^D^a) = рГ^У],
Here and below A = A{t),

*
А

* Ж 0 Н ^ + \Ч*В - AB')]),

(3.3)

В = B(t) and B(i) is given by (2.22-2.23). Note that this

term does not depend explicitly on the regular piece of the axial-vector vertex (2.27).
The second term in Fig.l can be calculated in the same way. Nevertheless, the final
result takes a more complicated form since the dependence on the regular piece of the
axial-vector appears. Omitting all intermediate algebraic manipulations we can write the
final result as
i

D(b) = S^g^D^b)
- liE[G,(t)

12ir

2

= - —,,

Г°°
2

/

1

dti{

UABG<(t)2

- 2l'(t)] - \[G>{t) + A~(t))(E - 3B )},

where A(t) and E = E(t) are shown in eq.s. (2.22-2.23). Summing now the two terms
(3.3) and (3.4)
iF* = D{a)+D(b)

(3.5)

one finally obtains the exact expression for the pion decay constant in the CA represeiv
tation. Using the general, chiral solution (2.21) for the regular piece of the axial-vector
vertex, the following result is obtained:
7

7

F = Щ*И ]

о

dttB(t){-[AB

+ ±t(A'B - AB')) - ±tABR (t)
u

+ ± Л , ( 0 ( £ - 32?')},
(3.6)

where we denote the pion decay constant F in the chiral limit by F in accordance with
n

Refs. 11. This is the general, chiral expression for the pion decay constant in the CA

10representation. Obviously, it is necessary to choose some Ansatzs for the arbitrary form
factors ii«(<) and Лц(*)

w

order to calculate the pion decay constant within this expres

sion. For example, in our previous paper [12], assuming the close relationship between the
regular pieces at zero momentum transfer of the vector and axial-vector vertices in the
cliiral limit, we were able to choose some definite expressions for these form factors. We
obtained a very good numerical result for the pion decay constant in this case.
As mentioned above, in order to obtain the stationary solution from the general, chiral
solution (3.C), it is necessary to put J?e(<) = Лц(<) = 0, so that one obtains
F

*

=

WH^
\**)

/ <**BU)i-[AB
Jo

+ -UA'B
-

- AD')}),

(3.7)

Obviously, this expression is only the result of the first diagram in Fig.l, since the con
tribution from the second diagram completely disappears, because of the condition of
stationarity (2.24). This is the cliiral, stationary solution for the pion decay constant
in the CA representation. The advantage of this expression is that it dt>es not depend
on arbitrary form factors and is completely expressed only in terms of the corresponding
quark propagator (2.2) Euclidean scalar functions A(t) and B(t).

Let us also express this

solution in terms of the inverse quark propagator (2.3), Euclidean scalar functions A(t)
and £(<)

_

where Л = Л(<) and Ъ = B~{i) are given l»y (2.22) ami
Fi/)-<!'(/)+5'(if).

(3.9)

Let us now express the stationary, chiral formulae fpr the pion decay constant (3.8) in terms
of the Pagels-Stokar (PS) [13] and Cornwall's [14] variables, the inverse quark propagator
in their variables is
S~\p)
2

Writing M(p )

2

= p~T,{p )

(3.10)

2

instead of Щр ), one obtairs the Cornwall parametrization. Comparing

this expression with our parametrization for the inverse quark propagator (2.3), one gets
2

1(-P )

= h

2

Цр )

2

= Щ-р ).

(3.11)

-11(Note that we include the factor (-») into the definition of the quark propagator). In
Euclidean space, (3.11) should read
2

2

Л(р ) = - 1 ,
3

2

B(p ) = - E ( - p ) .

(3.12)

2

Setting formally /t = 1, so that t = p and substituting relations (3.12) into the chiral,
stationary solution (3.8), one finally obtains
(S(V)

(313

^ ' p f ^ v +*p&»' - y f o ^ » -

>

It was precisely this expression that was obtained by Pagels and Stokar, and Cornwall
2

2

(by substitution E(—p ) —» M(—p ) in Ref. 13 and Ref.14, respectively (see also [2]).
Within our terminology, this is the chiral, stationary solution for the pion decay constant
in the CA representation, expressed by means of the the Pagels-Stokar-CornwaU's (PSC)
variables. For this reason, we propose to call eq. (3.13) shortly as the PSC expression
for the pion decay constant in chiral QCD. It seems to us that Cornwall was the first to
obtain this expression, correctly starting from the CA representation for the pion decay
constant. Pagels and Stokar obtained this expression, starting (as they thought) frorn the
Jackiw-Johnson (JJ) representation for the pion decay constant (see next section).
4. Pion decay constant in the Jackiw-Johnson representation
In QCD, there is an exact representation for the pion decay constant F , derived by
w

Jackiw and Johnson (JJ) in Ref.6 (see also Rcfs. 15 and 16). This representation is free of
overlapping divergences but requires explicit investigation of the corresponding BS scat
tering kernel. JJ representation for the pion decay constant is shown in Fig.2. Obviously
the contribution from the second diagram in Fig.2 must in each case be calculated sepa
rately. For example, the derivative of the BS kernel in the ladder approximation vanishes
so that the second diagram does not contribute at all in this casi. At the same time, the
contribution from the first diagram in Fig.2 can be investigated completely.
Let us denote the first term in Fig.2 by D^„{a) as in the previous section. The
analytical expression for D*J (a) can be written down as follows
v

D

W = j-^^iK^p)

С.(ля)5(р)},

гШв

.

(4.1)

-12By taking into account the BS pion wave function (2.16) and the regular piece of the
axial-vector vertex (2.17) at zero momentum transfer and also (2.2) with the substitution
p—*p + q this expression can easily be evaluated. Going then over the Euclidean space
y

and using dimensionless form factors and variables (2.20), the final result can \к written
as
1 2

\2*
i \1ъ

f°°

D(a) = *ЧЛ>?,<«) = у (2^jí >'* I

—
dt

iB

«)

ж

{-G (t)[AB

-* h(A'B

A

2

,

-tG {t)[ÍA

+ ±(tAA + BB'))

2

+

- AB')}
(4.2)

tG*(t)[±AB+±t(A'B-AB')\

-tGMAt

+ ^iAA'

+ BB'))),

For the sake of convenience, let us recall that B(t) is shown in eqs. (2.22-2.23),
A = A{t),

В = B(t), and the primes denote the differentiation with respect to the

argument. This is the most general expression for the first diagram in Fig.2. Substituting
into eq. (4.2) the solution (2.21) for the corres]M>nding form factors, one obtains the
general, chiral expression for the first diagram in Fig.2 in the JJ representation.
From now on, let us restrict ourselves to the ladder approximation for the BS kernel
in the second diagram in Fig.2. As was mentioned above, in this case the second diagram
does not contribute at all to the expression for the pion decay constant. For this reason,
iF„ — D(a) simply, and substituting into eq. (4.2) the chiral, stationary system (2.25),
one obtains
2

F = j£ji''7

e

dttB{i){A{t)\AB
-

+ -t{A'B - B'A)}
1

+ htAA

2

2ÍB\I)£A

^V
l

+ 2iX{t)\ -AB

+ BB')\

4

3

(-)

At

+ ±t(A'B - В'Л))},

This is the chiral, stationary expression for the pion decay constant in the JJ representa
tion. Using relations (2.22) it can easily be expressed in terms of the quark propagator
Euclidean scalar functions A(t) and B(t) only. Using the same relations, let us express

- 13(4.3) in terms of the inverse quark propagator scalar functions A(t) and B(t)

( 2 i r )

Л

2

S(0
+ ^[B^' -

(4.4)

ZBÄÄ!]},

where S(t) is given by (3.9).
Let us express this stationary, chiral solution for the pion decay constant in the JJ
representation in terms of the PSO variables (3.10) and (3.12). Similarly to (3.13), one
finally obtains

So that within the J J representation and in the PSC variables this very expression should
be obtained, not expression (3.13). In order to point this out, let us write down explicitly
the chiral, stationary system (2.25) in the PSC variables
2

G,(p )=l
7

2

G (p ) = 2E'(-P )

(4.6)

2

2

2

Gz(p ) = G (p ) = 0,
4

where now the prime denotes the differentiation with respect to the dimensional Euclidean
2

momentum variable (-p ). This is the most simple, nontrivial solution to the regular piece
of the axial-vector vertex at zero momenttim transfer. In derivation of their expression
2

2

Pagels and Stokar neglected the form factor Gj(p ) by saying formally it is of order g

in the coupling constant. In this case the regular piece of the axial-vector vertex (2.17)
simply becomes the point like vertex. Obviously within this formal assumption (plus
also the ladder approximation for the " 3 kernel) the JJ representation simply reduces
to the CA representation, i.e., they have actually analysed the first diagram in Fig.l,
and not the first diagram in Fig.2 For precisely this reason, they obtained expression
7

(3.13) and not expression (4.5). In general, the form factor Gi{p ) can never be neglected.
2

Indeed, this form factor is equal to zero in two cases only: 1) when Ц - р ) = ronatant,
but it means in the PSC variables that the current "bare" mass of a single quark is not
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equal to zero. This is in contradiction with initial chiral condition. 2) when £(— p )
is equal to zero identically, but in this case there is no dynamically chiral symmetry
2

breaking. This trivial case is also not acceptable. Thus form factor G (;» ) is never
2

equal to zero within the DCSB and in this case one certainly arrives at expression (4.5)
within the JJ representation in the PSC variables. Generally speaking, the form factors
Gj(t) (j = 2,3,4), in particular the form factor G-i{t) in the PSC variables, can never be
neglected in any order of perturbation theory. Perturbative arguments arc not suitable
for analyzing such nonperturbative phenomenon as DCSB within the corresponding axial
WT identity.

5. Renormalizatiou
In this section, let its make a few remarks on the renorinalization ofthe expressions
obtained for the pion decay constant. As it is well known, due to the local, bilinear
structure of the quark fields for the axial-vector current «7^, the corresponding vertex
part Г ^ , defined as

S{p)Tl,(j/,pW)

i

4

i

= - Jd *á »e '" -^»(0|T (*)J (0) (y)|0)
e

fl

Bil

í

(5.1)

is multiplicatively renormalizable. Following the standard Dyson procedure, we can write
(5.2)
S(p) = ZjSip).
Here and below all the renormalized quantities denoted by tilde are finite (cutoff-indepen
dent), while ZA end Z% are cutoff-dependent rcnorinalization constants. Note that in the
chiral limit mo = 0 and in the absence of the cliiral anomaly (non-singlet channel), the
divergence of the axial-vector current 3\ is conserved, i.e., d,,Jl = 0 [17]. Substituting
f(

eq. (5.2) into the initial WT identity (2.1) and taking a variation with respect to the cutofF,
one obtains that the ratio, defined as<JA~

ZAJZ-I,

is cutoff-independent, and hence finite.

This is the content ofthe Preparata-Weisberger (PW) theorem [17,18]. According to the
PW theorem, multiplication by the wave function renormalization constant Zj, would

-15шаке Г ^ finite. In other words, the regular piece of the axial-vector vertex Tg^fajf) and
the bound-state amplitude Gj(p,p') each renonnalize like the inverse quark propagator,

п;(р,р') = г -'п;(,>,,/)
2

(53)
From the renonnalized integral equation for the bound-state aiuplittide G* (p p'), it follows
s

t

that the corresponding two-particle irreducible (2PI) quark-antiquark BS scattering kernel,
is renormalized according to

A W ) = ZJAW).

(5.4)

Ueing these relations (namely e«js. (5.3-5.4) and the second of eqs.(5.2)), one obtains that
all expressioas for the pion decay constant in the J.1 representation arc invariant under
renormalization. Therefore finite, rcnomialized quantities 5,

64,,

Г*,^ and /i can be

used in evaluating the decay constant within this representation. At the same time, in
the СД representation all the expressions for the piou decay constant should finally be
multiplied by the wave function renornialization constant Z-z- In the most simple way, this
can be seen from the diagrams in Fig.l for the CA representation and diagrams in Fig.2
for the JJ representation. Concluding these general remarks, let us note that in order to
calculate the pion decay constant numerically in either of these representations it is worth
performing the regularization ami rcnorniidization program separately in each concrete
case.

6. Conclusions
In this paper we have investigatedflavournon-singlet, chiral axial-vector WT identity
in the framework of DCSB. Introducing the most general expression (2.7) for the correspon
ding axial-vector vertex, we obtained four important relations (2.8-2.11) between various
arbitrary (at this stage) form factors. This made it possible to decompose the axial2

vector vertex into two parts in a self-consistent way (2.12). The pole term at q = 0
(momentum transfer) with the residue proportional to the bound-state amplitude and the
corresponding regular piece, depend on four arbitrary form factors. In order to determine

-16these arbitrary form factors, we propose to use the condition of stationarity (2.24) for the
2

residue at pole «f = 0 of the axial-vector vertex. In other words, we were able to find
the bound-state amplitude and the regular piece of the initial axial vertex in terms of the
quark propagator variables oidy. Therefore we have resolved the old standing problem of
the dependence of the bound-state amplitudes and the regular pieces of the axial verticies
on arbitrary form factors within the corresponding W T identities.
' For this reason, we have found the exact expressions for the pion decay constant in
the CA representation (eqs. (3.7) and (3.S)) as well as in the J J representation (eqs. (4.3)
and (4.5)). These expressions make it possible to calculate one of the most important
physical parameters by integrating only over the quark propagators' variable. Thus the
chiral QCD dynamics on the microscopic (quark) level provides full information for the
pion semileptonic weak decays. We have obtained a new expression for the pion decay
constant in the PSC variables within the J J representation (4.5). It would be interesting to
compare numerically the expressions for the piou decay constant in both representations.
For the PS.C variables, namely eqs. (3.13) and (4.5), it can be done, for example, in dual
QCD (19), or within the approach of Ref.20. The more general expressions, namely eqs.
(3.7) or (3.8) and eqs.(4.3) or (4.4) respectively, can be numerically compared within our
dynamical quark propagator approach to QCD at large distances (21). This numerical
program will be performed elsewhere. The generalization on the nonchiral limit ( m ф 0)
0

will not be difficult, but at the same time, it is not straightforward. For this reason it
requires separate consideration.
It would also be of great interest to compare our expression of pion decay constant
for finite temperatures (4.5) with the PCS expression (3.13) for finite temperature and
density obtained by Bardticci et al. (22).
Let us underline again the advantage of each of the two representations. The ex
pressions in the J J representation are free of overlapping divergences and invariant tinder
the renormalization, whereas the expressions in the CA representation do not explicitly
depend on the BS scattering kernel. Evidently, there is no hope for an exact treatment
of the BS scattering kernel. Concluding our paper, let us make one essential remark. We
could express the observed physical quantities, such as pion decay constant, in terms of

-пunobserved quark propagator variables only. Moreover, we could find many other physical
parameters, such as meson form factors, their charge radii and so on, in the same wa>.
Thus, we are able to answer to the question of how to describe the real world of observed
hadrons in terms of unobserved quarks and gluons.
The authors would like to thank K. Szegő, A. FVenkel, J. Révai, К. Tóth, P. Hraskó
and other members of the Theoretical Department of the RMKI for their constant interest,
valuable discussions and support.
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Figure C a p t i o n s .

Fig.l. Exact expression for the pion deray constant F in the current algebra. Here GÍ , S
n

t

and Jl„ are the pion-quark bound-state wave function, the quark propagator and
the axial-vector current, respectively. The sbish denotes ditfercntiation with respect
to momentum q and setting <j„ = 0.
¥

Fig.2. Exact expression for the pion de«*ay constant F„ in the Jackiw-Johnson (.1.J) representation. Here Gj and S are the piou-qitark hound-state wave function and the
quark propagator, resjMTtively. A" and Г^'| are the BS sraterriiig kernel and the
regular piece of tbe corresponding vertex, resjurtively. The slash denotes differen
tiation with respect to momentum </„ and setting i/„ = 0 as in Fig.l.
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